Accessibility and structural role of histone domains in chromatin. biophysical and immunochemical studies of progressive digestion with immobilized proteases.
The accessibility and role of histone regions in chromatin fibres were investigated using limited proteolysis with enzymes covalently bound to collagen membranes. The changes in chromatin conformation and condensation monitored by various biophysical methods, were correlated to the degradation of the histone proteins revealed by antibodies specific for histones and histone peptides. Upon digestion with trypsin and subtilisin, chromatin undergoes successive structural transitions. The cleavage of the C-terminal domains of H1, H2A and H2B, and of the N-terminal tail of H3 led to a decondensation of chromatin fibres, indicated by increases in electric birefringence and orientational relaxation times. It corresponds to a 15% increase in linear dimensions. The degradation of the other terminal regions of histones H3, H2A and H2B resulted in the appearance of hinge points between nucleosomes without alteration of the overall orientation of polynucleosome chains. Despite the loss of all the basic domains of H1, H3, H2A and H2B, no significant change in DNA-protein interactions occurred, suggesting that most of these protease-accessible regions interact weakly, if at all, with DNA in chromatin. Further proteolysis led to H4 degradation and other additional cleavages of H1, H2B and H3. This caused the relaxation of no more than 8% of the total DNA but resulted in changes in the ability of chromatin to condense at high ionic strength. More extensive digestion resulted in a total unravelling of nucleosomal chains which acquired properties similar to those of H1-depleted chromatin, although the globular part of H1 was still present. The data suggest that histone-histone interactions between H1 and core histone domains play a central role in stabilizing the chromatin fibres, and cuts in H3, H2A and H2B as well as H1, seem necessary for chromatin expansion. On the contrary, H4 might be involved in the stabilization of nucleosomes only.